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Healing Waters

Macedonia has an 
underground treasure the 

full potential of which is 
still to be developed. Large 

parts of the country have 
big thermal reservoirs of different geological origins 

hidden deep beneath the surface. p.22

Krusevo

Krusevo region is 
famous for its warm 
hospitality and 
original cusine. Each 
visitor is welcome 
here. p.9
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Ancient
Jewellery

During the time of 
Alexander the Great and 

the Hellenistic period 
that followed, Macedonia 

possessed a huge wealth thanks to its military 
might.  p.28

The Mountain of 
the Water Dragon

Plackovica is the main 
mountain in the eastern 
part of Macedonia. It is 
surrounded by the four 

major towns of the region: 
Radovis in the south, Stip in the west, Vinica in the 

north and Kocani in the north-east. p.18
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Editorial

Dear DMWC Friends,   

This issue of the Macedonia Welcome 
Centre Magazine marks the end of 
the first five years of its existence. Over 
these five years our editorial board and 
authors have been giving their best to 
provide our faithful readers with valuable 
information on Macedonia, particularly 
its history, culture and traditions. One 
of the greatest treasures of Macedonia 
is its multiculturalism, and we have 
worked hard in order for you to learn 
about it, to feel it, to be part of it, and 
to become Macedonia’s best promoters in 
the international community and in your 
native countries.

“Dobredojde” Macedonia Welcome 
Centre this year has continued to promote 
Macedonia as a tourist destination 
organizing various field trips around the 
country and giving the diplomatic corps 
and their partners opportunities to get 
to know the country and experience 
its multicultural character on the ground. 
Many projects, initiatives and ideas have 
been born out of the trips during which 
some connections were made between 
the locals and the representatives of the 
diplomatic corps. 

As the most valuable and interesting 
visits of 2014 I would like to mention 
the trips of the representatives of the 

diplomatic corps to the Municipality 
of Debar on the 28th of March hosted 
by the Mayor of Debar Mr. Ruzdi Lata, 
the trip to Krusevo on November 5th 
hosted by Mr. Gjorgi Damcevski, Mayor 
of Krusevo Municipality, and the trip 
to Kumanovo on the 21st of November 
hosted by the Mayor of Kumanovo Mr. 
Zoran Damjanovski.

As a good host, DMWC always helps 
you share and promote your cultures. Thus, 
we function as a space for intercultural 
exchange and interaction. DMWC is a link 
between foreign and Macedonian cultures 
through which foreigners become involved 
in the country’s social and cultural life.

During 2014 together with 
embassies and national communities we 
have organized  Serbian Coffee Morning, 
Chinese Tea Morning, Greek Coffee 
Morning, Italian Coffee Morning, Polish 

Suming Up 2014

Trip to Debar

Trip to Kumanovo

Trip to Krusevo
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Coffee Morning, and on December 4, we 
closed the year with an introduction to 
Indian culture at the Indian Tea Morning. 

Thanks to the efforts of the diplomatic 
and business communities in Macedonia 
we marked the International Children’s 
Day and managed to realize our Charity 
Mission with the 2014 DMWC International 
Charity Bazaar. All funds raised were 
allocated for the support of children with 
special needs through a renovation project 
at Zlatan Sremec School.

Besides all these major activities, 2014 
was also marked with other events, 

exhibitions, poetry readings, visits to 
churches and monasteries, introduction 
to the Ottoman heritage of Macedonia, 
as well as wine tasting and many other 
activities. 

At this point, on behalf of the Executive 
Committee of DMWC, I would like to 
express my gratitude to all those who 
have supported us, contributed to our 
numerous activities and guided us in 
promoting and facilitating intercultural 
exchanges. With your support, DMWC will 
continue its activities in 2015.

And last but not least, I would like to 
wish you and your families all the very 
best for the Season’s Holidays. Enjoy the 
holidays with your partners, children, 
friends and neighbours, and have a happy 
and prosperous year 2015!

Emilija Miladinova Avramceva
DMWC President

Editorial

Indian Coffee Morning

December Coffee Morning took  place 
on Thursday, December 4, 2014 at 11 
a.m. at the premises of the centre.It 
was offered by the Indian community 
in Macedonia. 
Gaurav Semwal, CEO, CEL Global and 
Sonali Semwal, Manager, Peacock 
Indian Restaurant  shared interesting 
facts about India, its people, culture, 
traditions and, of course, food. Their 
presentation was followed by Indian 
chai and some Indian snacks. 

Polish Coffee Morning

Italian Coffe Morning

Greek coffee Morning
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Editorial

At first I wanted 
to dedicate 
th i s  a r t i c le 

to the pleasures of 
winter: enjoying the 
beautiful landscapes of 
Macedonian mountains, 
even when they are not 
covered with snow, and 
the many recreational 
activities, winter sports, 
spas and the bustling 
night life the ski resorts 
offer at very affordable 
prices.

But in the past few 
years there has appeared another serious 
issue which becomes very acute in winter, 
and it must be publicly addressed with 
some gravity and urgency. It is the issue 
of pollution. It used to be an issue only in 
Veles, which was the synonym of pollution 
because of an inappropriately built smeltery 
for lead and zinc. Nowadays almost all 
bigger towns experience this problem. 
Skopje, Tetovo, Bitola and Kumanovo are 
covered with dangerous clouds of poisonous 
particles, which keep them under siege for 
weeks. People are aware of the smog, and 
they deeply feel its notorious consequences. 
Regardless of ethnicity, social background 
and age, the citizens are affected by this 
problem and united for the first time. And 
they give a good lesson in civic activism. 
Their demands to the public authorities 
are legitimate. There must be no tolerance 
for factories that do not meet ecological 
standards regardless of the economic 
benefits of their activities. At the same time 
there must be more awareness of fast, 
sometimes meaningless, over-urbanisation 
at the price of the reduction of greenery.

But I do not think that the situation can be 
resolved without a much broader change in 

behaviour. Even though the authorities are 
an easy and legitimate target, everybody 
has to take responsibility and make some 
changes, because much of the pollution 
is the result of our life style. The pollution 
coming from chimneys is not to be neglected. 
Many people still use wood and oil for 
heating, even though they can use gas or 
electricity as cleaner ways of warming their 
living space in the winter. Yet, the biggest 
portion of polluting particles comes from 
the modern unhealthy motorized style of a 
daily movement. Although our towns, even 
Skopje, are not big, and daily commutes 
are short, people still use their own cars to 
reach their offices and to run errands. Not 
only that, despite the high price of gasoline 
and maintenance, most cars are used by 
one person only. There is a big potential for 
car pulling and sharing rides in out towns.

Public transportation system which has 
improved over the past years is still not being 
used to its full capacity. Bicycles are not 
even regarded by the working population 
as a transport option, although our towns 
are ideal for bike riding. Bike riders always 
complain about the usurpation of their 
tracks by motor vehicles. But I believe as 
soon as more people start using bikes the 
problem of the overflow of cars in the city 
centres will diminish.

Our fascination with cars must stop. In 
the previous decades, our grandparents 
knew and used other healthier modes 
of transportation. Diseases related to 
modern sedentary life styles were rare, 
and the beauties of our country which 
entered into collective memory were 
real. No one will benefit if the image of 
our country changes into a place of dirt 
economy, unhealthy life, over-urbanized 
lifestyle, and lots of troubles. We must 
keep our country green and clean.

Winter Should Not Stand for Pollution

by Robert
Alagjozovski

cultural manager, 
literary critic
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Holidays

S
t. Clement of Ohrid is the 
most acclaimed saint of the 
Macedonian people and the 
patron of the Macedonian 
Orthodox Church. His deeds go 

well beyond religious work. He is not only 
the first bishop, but also the first original 
author and educator, and the founder of 
the Ohrid Literary School.  So since 2007, 
the Day of St. Kliment Ohirdski, December 
8, is celebrated as a national holiday in 
Macedonia. 

Clement of Ohrid (835-916), and Naum 
of Ohrid are the most renowned and loyal 
disciples of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, the 
inventors of the Slavic alphabet. The works 
of St. Clement played a significant role in 
the development of Macedonian culture 
and literacy. Especially important was the 
Ohrid Literary School that had about 3 500 
students. St. Clement used the Glagolitic 
script that was later replaced by the Cyrillic 
version. According to his hagiography by 

Theophylact of Ohrid, Clement was born 
in the region then known as Kutmicevica, 
which is believed to have been close to 
the lake. Clement participated in the 
mission of Cyril and Methodius to Great 
Moravia. After the death of Cyril, Clement 
accompanied Methodius on his journey 
from Rome to Pannonia and Great Moravia. 
After the death of Methodius himself in 
885, Clement headed the struggle against 
the German clergy in Great Moravia along 
with Gorazd. After spending some time in 
jail, he was expelled from Great Moravia 
and in 885 or 886 reached the borders of 
Bulgaria together with the other disciples, 
Naum of Preslav, Angelarius and possibly 
Gorazd. There they were commissioned by 
Boris I to instruct the clergy of the state in the 
Slavic language. Clement was commissioned 
by Boris I to organize the teaching of theology 
to future clergymen in Kutmicevica. In 893 he 
was ordained Archbishop of Dremvica (Velika), 
also in Kutmicevica. 

Celebrating
the Great Patron



Holidays

Saint Clement of Ohrid was one of 
the most prolific and important writers 
in Old Church Slavonic. He is credited 
with the canonical Hagiography of Saint 
Cyril and Saint Methodius. Clement also 
translated the Flower Triode containing 
church songs sung from Easter to 
Pentecost and is believed to be the author 
of the Holy Liturgy and the Life of St. 
Clement of Rome, as well as of the oldest 
service dedicated to St. Cyril and St. 
Methodius. 

Upon his death in 916 he was buried in 
his monastery, Saint Panteleimon, in Ohrid. 
Already during his lifetime, Clement was 
very popular among the people. But after 
his death, many miracles were ascribed 
to him, creating a wide spread cult. Many 
legends about his literary work and other 
teachings in such diverse areas as healing, 
agriculture and construction emerged.

As his monastic name Clement is 
associated with another great saint of the 

Christian Church, Pope Clement of Rome, 
his name day and later his feast fell on 8 
December. The day of his death, 9 August, 
is celebrated as the day of all the 7 disciples 
of St. Cyril and St. Methodius. Nowadays, 
many churches, institutions, schools and 
associations bear his name. St. Clement 
of Ohrid Award is the highest national 
recognition for life-long achievements 
in the field of education, culture, art, 
health-care, sports and environment. It is 
presented ceremonially in the Parliament.  
On the eve of the holiday, Skopje National 
and University Library, which bears his 
name, also organizes different events, 
such as exhibitions, scientific meetings, 
and readings. St. Clement is the patron 
saint of the City of Ohrid, and every year 
the city pays tribute to the saint with 
different festivities. According to the 
legends, it was the spirit of the saint that 
protected the city from many misfortunes. 

MWC Magazine Editorial Board 
wishes you

Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year 2014!
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I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude for the visit of our town on 
November 5th 2014 to the Ambassadors 
of Italy, France, Hungary, Serbia, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina.

 We were honored just to have the 
presence of Excellencies in our town 
marking the continued friendship of our 
countries. 

 I truly appreciate the opportunity 
that we had a candid conversation 
with the Ambassadors about the 
economic and social situation in 
the Municipality of Krusevo and the 
strategies for development as well as 
the possibilities for use of the European 

funds for implementation of projects 
crucial for strategic development of the 
municipality.  I believe that this meeting 
will launch a productive cooperation with 
the municipality and NGO’s fostering the 
tradition and values of our town.  

 I hope that we can talk again soon 
about possible next steps that would 
build on our meeting.  

 It is my pleasure on this occasion to 
extend our most cordial greetings to the 
Ambassadors and wishes for a further 
collaboration. 

Sincerely,
Mayor Gjorgi Damcheski

Travel Destination

Visit to Krusevo
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Travel Destination

Today the Ilinden monument also known 
as Makedonium marks the dream of the 
Ilinden revolutionaries. The Makedonium 
is historical and aesthetic monument 
that marks the fight, insubordination and 
aspiration of the Macedonian people to 
create free and independent state.

Famous monumental complex in Krusevo 
was first presented on 2 August 1974, on the 
day of 71 years from the Ilinden Uprising. 

The Monument Makedonium is work of the 
artists Jordan and Iskra Grabulovski.

The monument represents the 
chronology of events related to the 
Ilinden Uprising. It spans an area of 12 
hectares. The memorial begins with torn 
chains, followed with Crypt, and continues 
with picturesque landscape mosaic scene 
commonly known as the amphitheater 
and finally ends with the Dome. The 
Dome is located at 1320 meters above 
sea level and offers a beautiful view on 
all four sides. From here can be seen the 
city of Krusevo, the monuments “Meckin 
Kamen” (Bear Stone), “Sliva” (Plum) and 
the 33-meter cross near the Monastery 
Sv. Preobrazenie (Holy Transfiguration). 
The interior of the dome impresses with 
the beautiful reliefs,  stained glass and the 
eternal flame. The sarcophagus of Nikola 
Karev, the president of the Krushevo 
Republic, can be found in this museum.

About Krusevo

Monument “Ilinden”

Mentioned in documents from the 15th century Kreusevo was a small settlement.  In 
1670 there were only 45 houses. At the end of XVIII c. with Vlach settlement it grew 
into an urban settlement. Today Krusevo is a living museum, famous for its traditional 
architecture, and the Ilinden uprising in 1903 against Ottoman domination. 
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Travel Destination

Nikola Martinovski (1903-1973) one of the 
most important Macedonian contemporary 
painters was born in Krusevo and to the 
town he donated 62 paintings which are 
now exhibited in this gallery  housed in 
a house that is a unique example of old 
architectural style from the 19th century. 

Also a small ethnological museum has 
been set up inside the house.

Visiting the gallery gives you a chance to 
admire not just Martinovski works, but also 
the beauty of Krusevo houses. 
 

The museum  exist after it has been 
re-opened since 2003.

It contains tools that were used for 
casting bullets for the rebels during the 
Ilinden Uprising and a large collection of 
authentic guns used in Ilinden Uprising.

This year thre is a new exhibition with 
weapons used before and during the Ilinden 
Uprising, owned by residents of Krusevo.

Gallery 
of Nikola 
Martinovski

Foundry 
Museum
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Travel Destination

Memorial House Todor Proeski  is 
build in memory of late Macedonian 
singer who died in a car crash. His name 
means nothing to most of Europe, but 
international media reported the sudden 
death of the 26 year-old pop star which 
plunged the Balkans into mourning. 

One of the most popular pop icons in 
the entire Balkans region the Macedonian 
government named an honorary citizen 
for his exceptional achievements in the 
arts and humanitarian work. In addition to 
his music career, Proeski had contributed 

to humanitarian actions and besides being 
a winner of Mother Theresa award he 
was a goodwill ambassador for the United 
Nations children’s agency, UNICEF.

Memorial House has two wax figures 
of Toshe, one in a standing position, and 
second in the music studio how playing 
the piano. It also has over 350 authentic 
exhibits that are family owned.

In the central part of the object is prayer 
and philosophies that guided him through 
life.

Near the Memorial House is his resting 
place daily visited by a number of fans to 
pay their respects.

The museum is the “People Choice 
Award” winning museum for 2011 at the 
“World Architecture Festival” in Barcelona.

Situated in the heart of the small town, 
it is still the most picturesque part of the 
town where  life take place. That’s was in 
the past so it is today.  

Bazaar consist of a series of small 
authentic craft and trade shops arranged 
side by side. Here you can still meet 
a  barrel maker, shoe makers, cooper, 
carpenter, silversmith and filigrees maker 
that will remind you of a wonderful guild 
time.

Memorial House
of  Todor Proeski

The Old Bazaar
of Krusevo
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Travel Destination

Stanic is known as a top destination for 
winter sports and the terrain is suitable 
especially for recreational skiing.

But Stanic is attractive place to visit in all 
seasons because it offers pleasant walks 
in nature and beautiful mountain views 

in all directions: to Pelagonija, Pelister, 
Galichica and the top of Solunska Glava. 

There is also restaurant here where you 
can drink hot tea and coffee on the fresh 
mountain air. 

Stanic

What You Must Try: Krushevo Cuisine 
Krusevo region is famous for its warm 

hospitality. Each visitor is welcomed 
here not only for his curiosity of a 
contemplator, but also for his will to enjoy 
the original Krusevo cuisine. Traditional 
Krusevo cuisine combines Balkan and 
Mediterranean characteristics, inherited 
largely from Turkish tastes that prevailed 
here during long centuries of Ottoman 
rule. 

While you are in Krusevo you must try 
Krusevo delights and kisses (macedoninan 
known as “celufki”), Krusevo pie and “placinta”, 
Krusevo “kukuruzi” and sausage and kepab as 
parts of Krusevo famous cuisine and served in 
each restaurant in Krusevo.
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Travel Destination

O
ne doesn’t usually think of 
Macedonia as a Mediterranean 
country, but Valandovo Valley 
has an almost Mediterranean 
climate. Nested in a small 

valley in the south eastern corner of the 
country, Valandovo area is known as an 
agricultural paradise. Thanks to the mild 
climate and the abundance of sunny days, 
here grow fruits and trees which cannot 
be found in other parts of Macedonia 
or elsewhere in the north of the Balkan 
Peninsula. This is why Valandovo is a town 

worth visiting in any season. Exotic plants 
such as figs and pomegranates, and 
even the strange Japanese persimmon 
grow in its orchards. All these fruits are 
still not part of the regular consumption 
and the majority of Macedonians are still 
discovering ways of using and preserving 
them. Few people know that persimmon, 
or kaki, for example, cannot be eaten 
when firm but needs time to soften after it 
is harvested. The fruit is ready to be eaten, 
best with a spoon, only when it reaches 
a jelly like consistency. But even fewer 

Tastes of the 
Mediterranean
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Travel Destination

people, apart from the locals, know that 
there is a variant, which grows on the very 
same tree, bearing the seeds, which can 
be eaten like an apple when firm and crisp. 
This variant is popularly called “male”, or 
“chocolate” kaki, as it is browner than the 
ordinary yellow fruit. Kaki is full of tannins, 
vitamins and rare acids valuable for the 
organism. It is a plant which came from 
Asia. Japan, China and South Korea hold 
90% of the world production. Valandovo, 
by the number of trees per inhabitant, is 
very close to the richest Asian regions. 
As people are still experimenting with 
recipes, the locals even make a very solid 
and tasty rakija, a traditional Macedonian 
brandy, that is usually made with grapes 
or plums. There is a great variety of 
vegetables also growing in the valley, but 
in the last two decades local farmers have 
been planting more and more olive trees. 
This biblical plant fits perfectly the slopes 
of the dry hills encircling the valley, above 
the altitude that is covered with vineyards. 
Local olives are of a good quality while 
the prices are far below the prices of the 
imported ones.

Thanks to its wonderful climate 
Valandovo has been inhabited since 
times immemorial. Still not fully 
excavated archaeological sites 
feature ancient cultures. 
Paeonian necropoli 
were found in the 
eastern hills while 
Roman villas with 
mosaic floors, baths 
and huge terraces 
were discovered on 
the outskirts of the 
present town in the 
middle of the valley. 
The old Greek name of 
the town was Idomenae, 
and it was part of the region 
where the richest Ancient settlements of 

Isar-Marvinci and Vardarski Rid were 
discovered. According to some records, in 
the late Roman times the settlement was 
called Small Constantinople. 

The Middle Ages have also left traces 
in the valley. The origins of the present-
day town are found just below the Plavus 
Mountain. The mountain itself is only 1000 
meters high, but since the valley is just 80 
meters above the sea level, it still gives a 
grand impression. On the rocky cliff just 
below the highest peak lies the Marko’s 
Tower, a big square tower, the remains of 
which are visible from all the points of the 
valley. This visibility highlights the original 
function of the medieval structure. It was 
a warning watchtower with a good view 
across a large territory from which the 
alarm was raised if any intruders appeared 
on the horizon. The tower is associated 
with the name of the famous medieval 
hero Krale Marko, one of the last Christian 
rules before the Ottoman conquest, who 
left many traces in the popular culture 
across the peninsula. Yet, historically, the 
tower and the medieval fortification which 
spreads below, appeared long before 
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Marko’s rule, as the region attracted 
many rulers who wanted to keep the 
fertile land in their possession. Another 
great medieval personality who left a 
trace on the mountain is Tsar Dusan, the 
mighty Serbian conqueror who erected 
one of the largest and most beautiful 
monasteries devoted to St. George. It had 
possessions in the nearest villages, and 
was a governing unit of Holy Mount Athos 
monasteries. The monastery complex 
dominated the western slopes of the 
mountains, but was later destroyed in fires 
and earthquakes, the latest being the one 
of 1931. The present-day church is only a 
faint reminder of the glorious monastery 
building described in the chronicle of the 
famous Ottoman traveller Evlija Celebi. 
Evlija Celebi admired its white marble and 
limestone walls and the big wooden gates. 
Today, the big oak and maple trees are 
the only witnesses of the former grandeur. 
The place is frequented by local day 
trippers, but it also attracts some tourists 
and pilgrims. The whole area is encircled 
with remnants of fortification which speaks 
about the sophistication of this residential 
area that once included a palace and village 

houses. Tsar Dusan’s chrysobul names the 
town Alavandovo, which means a town of 
flowers. Ethnologists believe the present 
name of Valandovo is derived from that 
word. Although other researchers consider 
the Slavic words “Valjan dol” (meaning 
“appropriate, good, valley”) as the origin 
of the name. 

The eastern slopes of the mountain, just 
a few hundred meters on the other side, 
hide large springs and the remains of the 
bed of a stream which once ran down the 
limestone rocks. The springs not only gave 
fresh water to the population but also 
served a developed network of watermills, 
remains of which are still to be found 
down the hill. Just below the streams lie 
the church and graveyard; there begins 
the oldest neighbourhood of the present 
day town stretching down the valley to the 
small but important Anska River that cuts 
through the valley.  The river got its name 
from the great number of inns (an-s in 
Macedonian) that sprung up along the river 
on the routes from Thessaloniki to Skopje 
and Belgrade, and to Strumica and further 
on to Sofia. Valandovo prospered while 
the caravan road was in use. It also had its 

Travel Destination
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own large production of silk. The mulberry 
trees needed to feed the silk worms are 
still spread around the valley. Other local 
products that were traded internationally 
through Thessaloniki Port but also over 
land all over the vast Ottoman Empire 
and even in the Hapsburg Monarchy 
were leather, grapes, wines and brandy, 
oil, fat and wool. The town declined in 
the beginning of the 20th century when 
a modern railway connecting Skopje 
and Thessaloniki was built. As it did not 
pass through the town, Valandovo was 
marginalised. Yet it suffered a lot during 
World War One. Its surrounding hills were 
a site of notorious battles. A memorial 
to the fallen soldiers still dominates one 
of the hills over the valley. The earliest 
known photos of Valandovo were taken 
during the Great War, and 
are one century old.

When chrome ore was 
discovered in the area, 
Valandovo became a 
mining town. Its ore 
deposits are still a subject 
of studies and estimates 
by mining companies. 
As legends have it, gold 
was once washed from 
the sands of the Anska 
River, which still attracts 
adventurers who search 

the riverbed at different locations.
Today Valandovo is again a crossroads, 

as it is near the border crossings with 
Bulgaria and Greece, and just in front of 
the beautiful Dojran Lake and the splendid 
Belasica Mountain. Many passersby stop 
at the road stands to buy local fruits, 
vegetables and other products. It is not 
only a support for the local economy but 
also an extraordinary encounter with the 
rich and exotic crops of the valley. Being 
famous for the special tradition of folk 
songs, Valandovo hosts the oldest folk 
festival in the country, which started in the 
1980s. Another more recent traditional 
festivity is the Rakijada, where dozens of 
rakija producers from the whole region 
compete for the title of the maker of the 
best rakija of the season.

Travel Destination
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Travel Destination

Plackovica is the main mountain 
in the eastern part of 
Macedonia. It is surrounded 
by the four major towns of the 
region: Radovis in the south, 

Stip in the west, Vinica in the north and 
Kocani in the north-east. With its highest 
peak Lisec at 1754 m it is not among 
the highest in the country but the snow 
usually stays on the peak until June, and 
the ridge extends for more than 34 km. 
In the winter, all desires and holiday plans 
are usually connected with the western 
part of Macedonia with its wonderful ski 
resorts and high mountains of Shara, 
Bistra and Pelister. People crowd in the 
hotels and the weekend houses fighting 
for the last pair of skis and queuing at 
the ski lift. But Plackovica, while lacking 
developed ski resorts, will impress you 
with its still undiscovered realms of wild 
beauty, old traditions, friendly people, 

hidden heritage and unique customs. The 
peak offers views on the Bulgarian Rila 
Mountain in the east and the Thessaloniki 
bay in Greece in the south. Sometimes 
when the sky is clear the view reveals even 
the Mount Olympus more than 200 km 
away in the southwest. The geographical 
position of the mountain was once used 
by the military that had installed a radar 
centre at the top. Mountaineers can still 
be found sleeping in the trenches and 
underground chambers created by the 
mighty Yugoslav Army. Today the Stip 
University has a plan to install the first and 
only Macedonian astronomic observatory 
there. The observatory would measure 
the geomagnetic field and would have 
a seismic laboratory. It would be nested 
in the heart of the mountain, at the 
altitude of 1400 meters, near the Youth 
Recreation Centre. It would be run by the 
State University of Stip, and would have 

The Mountain of the 
Water Dragon
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professionals engaged 24 hours a day. It 
would have a huge telescope and would 
serve both scientific and recreational aims. 
Airports, transportation systems as well as 
the electronic communications would also 
benefit from it.

But back to the nature, Plackovica is 
one of the most beautiful mountains 
with a range of landscapes and other 
natural attractions. The climate is mild, 
with Mediterranean air coming from the 
south. The western ridges are subject to 
erosion, while dense forests cover the 
other parts of the mountain. The Zrnovska 
River dramatically cuts the mountain into 
two parts. The mountain is composed 
of granite and marble. The landscape 
is made up of fluvial slopes and vertical 
ridges of fault-blocks and broken up by 
rift valleys of several rivers. The Zrnovska 
River has many waterfalls and strong 
currents. Although small, the waterfalls 
have created large deep pools. The most 
impressive is the so-called Virgin Pool 
near the hydro plant. The Zrnovska forms 
beautiful canyons. The most splendid are 
the Kamnik and Kozjak. The Kamnik is 
called the “small Colorado” by the locals. 
All the canyons are well signposted, easily 
accessible by road and equipped with rest 
areas. Three other rivers, the Blatecka, 
Sirava and Smilanska, which run along the 
mountain, are densely forested, giving an 
impression of untouched nature. They also 
have small but breath-taking canyons with 
wild animals and lush green vegetation 

around it. The whole area, save for the 
few monasteries and weekend houses is 
not at all populated, which makes it ideal 
for recreation outside the urban rush.

Some marble parts of the mountain 
have wonderful caves with spectacular 
formations. Five have been explored 
and are open to visitors. The Big Cave 
stretching for 600 meters is the largest. 
The peak Lisec is a popular climbing 
destination, being one of the harder peaks 
to scale in this part of Macedonia. There 
are two mountain huts. The one accessible 
from the Stip side is called Vrteska, and 
the other can be reached from the Radovis 
side and is called Dzumaja. Vrteska, 
located at the altitude of 1050m gives a 
splendid view over the valley. There is 
a good asphalt road, starting from the 
village of Karbinci and going up to the 
Youth Recreational Centre at the altitude 
of 1350 meters. Few years ago a luxurious 
hotel complex was built at the altitude of 
1450 metres, just below White Stone, the 
third highest peak. The hotel complex is 
surrounded by a rich dense beech and 
pine forest which makes it an ideal place 
for rest and recreation. The complex has 
a spa, sports grounds, and recreational 
hiking routes. It has plans to develop 
hunting tourism, as wild animals abound 
in the surroundings.

Plackovica hides very old legends. One 
says that a water dragon used to live in 
the river, protecting the Holy City of the 
Ancient Paionian Kingdom. Then, the river 
waters decreased, which made the Dragon 
withdraw to the interior of the mountain 
where it is still sleeping but also caring for 
the mountain and its world.

On the outskirts of Plackovica one can 
also visit the ancient city of Bargala, the 
ruins of the old diocese of Morodvis, Yuruk 
villages, where the ethnically Turkish 
population have preserved their traditional 
way of life. So a tour eastwards this winter 
can offer much more than the popular ski 
resorts.
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Although it’s a small town 
deep in the northeast of 
Macedonia, Kratovo has 
seen the biggest growth in 
tourist visits in recent years. 

With its distinctive location in the middle 
of a volcanic crater, old architecture of 
medieval towers, underground tunnels, 
traditional stone and wooden houses, 
and many legends about its rich past, 
Kratovo is a real discovery. It is one of 
the oldest continuously settled towns 
in the Balkans. The glory of Kratovo is 
connected with its wealth. The abundance 
of gold, silver and lead mines in its 
surroundings brought wealth and glory 
to its rulers. It also fostered the growth 
of trade, manufacturing, crafts and many 
uncommon businesses. 

Geography has been a major influence on 
Kratovo architecture including its wonderful 
ancient bridges. Although the town is built 
in the volcanic crater, three rivers, the 
Manceva, the Baba Karina and the Tabacka, 
flow through it and form the Kratovska River 
in the city centre. More than seventeen 
bridges used to connect the town quarters 
lying on different river banks. Of course, not 
all are functional today but they continue to 
exist in the legends. Stefan Simic, the famous 
Kratovo scholar, recorded that 14 bridges 
were still in use in the beginning of the 20th 
century. Today the town is connected with 
four stone and one wooden bridge. There is 
only one concrete bridge serving the modern 
needs of the town. The old bridges were 
built with hard rocks while the arches were 
made with stones cut at precise angles and 
richly decorated. The hard stones of volcanic 
origin used in the foundations are not very 
susceptible to water erosion. The bridges 
are a highlight of Ottoman architecture that 
incorporated previous Slavic and Byzantine 
traditions. The bridges are elegant and have 
decorations. Kratovo had a large community 
of traders including Jewish people and 

The Town
of Bridges
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Dubrovnik merchants, who kept very close 
connections with Istanbul, Thessaloniki, 
Vienna and Venice. The intensification of 
trade in the 19th century created the need 
for many new bridges. Thus Radev, Radin, 
Grofcanski, Bazaar, Yorkshire, Saray, and 
Argulica bridges were built.

The most famous is the Radin Bridge. The 
legend says that its foundations were not 
stable until a woman, the beautiful Rada, 
was buried inside it alive. The desperate 
masons, the nine brothers’ company, 
decided to sacrifice the youngest of their 
wives to stop the bridge from collapsing. 
As she had a young baby boy they left her 
right breast out so that she could nurse 
him. According to the records, it was 
erected in 1833 on the foundation of two 
28 metres high towers.

One of the largest bridges, Grofcanski, 
was built in the 18th century and named 
after the family that sponsored its 
construction. The family came from Asia 
Minor and was one of the richest in town. 
They spared no money for this public piece 
of architecture making it 30 meters long, 
eight meters high and four meters wide. 

The grand scale satisfied the growing 
communication needs of the town. The 
hardest to build was Yorkshire Bridge. It 
is called after the famous pig breed. One 
legend has it that the bridge was named 
after the great many animals slain to 
feed the masons who built it. According 
to another legend, the pigs were needed 
to feed the monster that disrupted the 
building, a scenario not unlike the Radin 
Bridge legend. Not all the Kratovo bridges 
have been preserved. The records say 
that one of the most beautiful bridges was 
the Upper Bridge with three arches.

The towers and bridges are connected 
into a magnificent secret network by 
underground tunnels. They are again 
associated with the wealthy rulers and 
their fortunes. The tunnels that connect the 
towers lead to the bridges to facilitate the 
flight from town in case of danger. According 
to the legends, the beautiful Sara, daughter 
of a wealthy local landlord, and even Elena, 
the wife of despot Konstantin, fled Kratovo 
through the tunnels with their gold and 
jewellery so that they did not fall into the 
hands of Ottoman beys.
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Macedonia has an 
underground treasure 
the full potential of which 
is still to be developed. 
Large parts of the 

country have big thermal reservoirs of 
different geological origins hidden deep 
beneath the surface. The waters are 
products of different tectonic processes 
and have different composition which 
depends on the rift lines between different 
geological zones. Macedonian thermal 
waters differ in temperature and chemical 
composition, but they are all valued for 
their healing properties. They come to 
the surface as hot springs around which 
spa centres have existed at different 
times in history. Some historical spas have 
become modern hospitals or recreational 
facilities only in the second half of the 
20th century. At present, there are seven 

spas in Macedonia, all built between the 
1960 and 1980. Many of them have been 
privatized, while some have remained 
part of the state health care system. But 
they all show great potential for further 
investments and attraction of users.

The use of thermal waters for healing 
purposes has been known since ancient 
times. There is almost no ancient town 
in Macedonia which did not have its own 
luxury bath for private or public use. The 
tradition was maintained through the 
Ottoman period. Many hamams have 
been preserved as jewels of secular 
architecture.

Bansko Spa near Strumica has 
extensive archaeological remains dating 
from the Roman era. Almost entire 
wonderfully preserved bath can be visited 
in the courtyard of the modern centre. The 
two spas near the magnificent Debar Lake 
set in a wonderful landscape have the 

Healing Waters
Spa Tourism
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track record of 700 years of continuous 
use. They were very famous during the 
Ottoman times, and the remains reveal 
beautifully appointed baths. Debar Spa 
waters contain sulphur and iron. So 
they are beneficial for a whole range of 
conditions from rheumatism to gastric 
and anaemia illnesses. Near it, at the 
height of 550 meters above sea level is 
Kosovrasti Spa. Its waters are rich in 
sulphur and carbonates and have a high 
level of radioactivity, which makes them 
appropriate for treating rheumatism and 
female illnesses.

Kumanovo Spa waters are rich in calcium, 
magnesium and iron, which make them 
beneficial for all the intestinal illnesses. 
Kumanovo Spa also lies in beautiful 
surroundings, but it is still to develop its 
capacity to attract not only local but also 
foreign visitors, as it is just few kilometres 
away from the border with Serbia.

Katlanovo Spa dates back to Greek 
times. Thanks to its proximity to Skopje 

it is one of the most visited. Its waters 
are highly mineralized making it a real 
rarity in Europe. The mild continental 
climate and the fresh mountain air make 
it very attractive for Skopje metropolitan 
population. The wonderful landscape 
created by the Pcinja River offers 
additional recreational activities, long 
walks and fishing.

Kezovica Spa is located on the 
outskirts of Stip. The waters have high 
mineralization and appropriate levels of 
radioactivity for inhalation, drinking and 
bathing. The accommodation facilities 
have been recently renovated. Another 
advantage of Kezovica Spa is the 
recreational path which goes up to the city 
centre, around the beautiful hill with the 
remnants of the medieval town and to the 
confluence of the Bregalnica and Otinja 
Rivers, which makes it a small natural and 
cultural wonder.

The Spa in Kocani is of the sulphur 
type but with low mineralisation and 

Spa Tourism
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radioactivity. It is ideal for skin and 
gastrointestinal diseases and rheumatism. 
Kocani is also looking at the possibility 
of developing other uses of thermal 
waters, such as agriculture and heating 
of residential and commercial facilities. In 
Bansko, hot spring water is already used 
for heating a big greenhouse complex 
of three hectares and many small ones. 
Bansko has other advantages over other 
the spa centres thanks to its Hotel “Tsar 

Samuil” which is famous for its recreational 
swimming pool, night bar and restaurant, 
all built in the 1980s. The popularity of 
this hotel shows that the development of 
entertainment facilities and high standard 
in accommodation can attract not only 
balneological patients, but also other 
visitors, especially from among the youth 
and the upper-class clients.

The southernmost spa is at the village 
of Negorci at the foothills of the high 
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Kozuf Mountain. The centre was opened 
in 1903 by the local Turkish pasha, and 
since then it has been in continuous use 
without regard to wars and decomposition 
of states. Negorci Spa is the only spa in 
the country that also has thermal mud 
available a few hundred metres away 
from the thermal springs. The mud is 
almost black with light dark particles of 
organic origin, which make it ideal for 
different therapeutic purposes. Negorci 
Spa revived in recent years as the building 

was renovated and new heating facilities 
were installed. This attracted many Greek 
tourists who regularly visit the border 
region for recreational and shopping 
purposes.

Macedonia has a huge potential in 
the field of spa tourism. There are more 
than 20 other thermal springs that 
can be transformed into therapeutic 
or recreational centres. This business 
has foreign investment potential and a 
capacity to attract foreign visitors.
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NOVA’s 600th student was a 
perfect occasion to have a short 
interview with Mrs. Katerina 
Zlatanovska Popova, the school’s 
Public Relations and Alumni 
Coordinator.

Q: Can you tell us what 
exactly is your role?

As NOVA has grown throughout 
the years; this was the right 
time to develop a position that 
would further support the school 

leadership. The position of Public Relations and Alumni Coordinator was a natural 
progression in my relationship with the school, as I had previously worked there for 
eight years as a French and Italian language teacher. I’m really happy to be back in 
such a dynamic, creative and multicultural environment in this new and challenging 
role. In my job, I serve as the school’s liaison with the PTA and other stakeholders; 
I also manage the school’s internal and external communication (including website 
and social media), as well as the relationship with the business, diplomatic and local 
community. It’s quite a complex job that incorporates many different activities, which 
make it exciting and interesting every single day. When wearing my Alumni Coordinator 
hat, my primary goal is to reach out to the ever growing alumni community, which 
currently numbers over 1,000 members. 

Q: What are some of the 
exciting things that have 
been taking place at NOVA 
since the beginning of the 
school year? As a diverse 
community of learners we’re 
always interested in expanding 
our curriculum offering. One 
such example is the introduction 
of Chinese language, as the fifth 
foreign language, in addition to 
German, Spanish, French and 
Italian. We organized another 
successful International Week, 
which has become one of the 
many NOVA traditions. The goal is to showcase NOVA’s diversity, comprised of 40 
different nations and nationalities. The pinnacle of festivities end with a Parade of Flags, 
where students and faculty each showcase the flag of their country. 
The elementary school had a great Halloween celebration, with a parade of costumes, 

NOVA is an Inspirational Environment
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and the middle school organized 
their evening Halloween party 
supported by their band, choir, 
and dance groups. Thanksgiving 
was celebrated in each grade 
level with a traditional turkey 
and mashed potatoes feast, 
and continued with a colorful 
program focused on gratitude in 
the school auditorium. We have 
an extremely active and well-
organized PTA group this year, 
which has organized several 
successful fundraisers, among 
other things raising money for the purchase of a concert piano. 
At this very moment our elementary and middle school students are hard at work 
preparing for their rendition of Disney’s classic “Frozen” in the MOB theatre on December 
8th, while our high school music, drama and dance groups are actively rehearsing for 
the Mamma Mia musical they’ll be performing at the same theater on December 13th. 
All in all, it’s a really busy time at NOVA.

Q: NOVA has taken many initiatives locally and internationally. What is 
NOVA’s relationship with the Central and Eastern European Association 
(CEESA)?  

NOVA is one of the nineteen 
schools, members of CEESA, 
supported by the US State 
Department. As part of this 
association we take an active role 
in both academic (mathematics 
and general knowledge) and 
athletic competitions (soccer, 
basketball, volleyball, among 
other sports). We’re proud to 
have won this year’s high school 
boys soccer tournament hosted by NOVA, in Skopje. 
Our middle school boys competed in Bulgaria, winning 2nd place, while our middle 
school girls finished 3rd in the Belgrade tournament. Other teams went as far as Helsinki, 
competing in the high school girls soccer tournament, and as close as Sofia, for the 
cross-country competition. Our high school students attended the Hands-On Student 
Involvement Conference organized in Vienna and presented their drama piece. NOVA 
middle and high school students supported by the Italian Giffoni Film Festival, won a 
sponsored trip to the Doha Film Experience in Qatar. We’re also proud to have hosted our 
5th national Model European Parliament (MEP) session for 20 high schools from around 
Macedonia. Through the national session we selected delegates who participated in the 
international MEP session, which this year took place in Luxembourg. 
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During the time of Alexander 
the Great and the Hellenistic 
period that followed, 
Macedonia possessed a huge 
wealth thanks to its military 

might. Through participating in many 
military campaigns its citizens became 
rich. Archaeological findings, particularly 
in necropoli and tombs which contain 
expensive jewellery made of gold, silver 
and bronze imported from many different 
regions, bear testimony to the wealth of 
Macedonians from that period. Not only 
precious metals, but different additions of 
precious stones, chromatic mass and glass 
paste were used in the manufacturing of 
the jewellery. Researchers analysing the 
jewellery have managed to classify it 
by origin and other characteristics. The 

jewellery comes from famous centres 
of the ancient world or the special 
workshops that served local tastes. They 
have also identified the major motifs: 
anthropomorphic, zoomorphic and floral. 

One of the most precious necklaces 
found in the proximity of Demir Kapija is 
made of golden leaf. The gold is beaten 
into thin wire in the shape of twisted 
eights. The necklace ends up on both 
ends with a representation of a lion. 
Similar findings stretch from Thessaly to 
the Adriatic coast, and even further to 
Southern Russia. But Russian artefacts 
also show techniques of granulation and 
filigree, which the Demir Kapija jewellery 
lacks. This absence speaks of the antiquity 
of the necklace dated before the IV 
century BC, as the techniques of filigree 
and granulation became dominant only 
one century later, in the III century BC. 
In the Ohrid necropolis a similar necklace 
of twisted eights was found. But the 
Ohrid necklace has a different zoomorphic 
element: its ends have the shape of a cow. 
The presence of the cow, bull and calf 
speak of the importance of these animals 
to the different cultures in the region.  
Similar necklaces were found in the Greek 
part of Macedonia as well as in the tombs 
excavated in Budva, Montenegro.

Another Ohrid finding is one of the 
best examples of ancient necklaces. 
Its background is the same golden leaf 
structure. But the lace is enriched by a 
pattern of rings made of red and brown 
painted stones. Another even more 
sophisticated necklace speaks of the taste 
of both the jeweller and the owner. Here 

Ancient
Jewellery
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the golden rings alternate with gemstones 
of contrasting colours. Later this type of 
jewellery evolved into rich polychromatic 
necklace such as was discovered in Epirus. 
The later developments in style suppressed 
the gold in favour of the coloured stones.

The earrings have various interesting 
shapes. Most of them have a basic circular 
shape with conic or spiral extensions. The 
earrings are decorated with granules, 
filigree, or leafs. The lion mouth is used as 
a clip for the earrings. The lion is realistic 
while its hair is a bit schematic. The eye 
holes of the lion in some variants are filled 
with coloured paste. One of the findings 
from the Ohrid necropolis includes a 
combination of a lion and gryphon or a 
lion with horns. This variant is considered 
a Persian influence on the local workshops. 
But curiously enough, in the Ohrid region 
and further westwards representations 
of the local animals such as dogs and 
lynx have been found. The older animal 
earrings were usually made from gold and 
only rarely from silver. But later, in the 
post-alexandrine period, Ohrid workshops 
made bronze imitations of the lion rings 
for wider use.

Very rare anthropomorphic earrings were 
found only in the Ohrid-Struga region. The 
earrings have the usual ring-like shape 
which ends with a spiral representation of 
curly African hair. Another variant of this 
earring style has a golden wire twisted 
around the bronze structure that widens 
into the head made of a brown glass 

paste. Similar earrings have also been 
found on the Adriatic coast, but the Ohrid 
specimens are distinguished by superior 
style and greater detail. The African 
images are considered a direct influence 
of the Hellenistic art as they represented 
the nations Alexander had conquered.

Of course, the highlight of antique 
Macedonian earring collection is the pair of 
the doves made of beaten golden leaf and 
set in golden rings found in Trebeniste. The 
bodies of the doves are made from filigree 
imitating the feathers and the birds’ legs. 
The backs of the birds are crafted from 
drop-like dark-red stones. The birds’ necks 
are shaped with filigree wire and drop-
like pseudo-granulation. The colouristic 
effect has been strengthened by setting 
each coloured stone in a bed framed with 
“wolf’s teeth”. This motive was often used 
by Hellenistic craftsmen to create the 
illusion of wings or feathers. It is believed 
that the image of the dove is connected 
with the cult of Aphrodite.

The jewellery of the Hellenistic period 
is distinguished by a variety of motifs 
and more elegant execution from 
the later heavier pieces. Examples of 
ancient jewellery can be easily seen in 
the permanent collections of museums 
throughout the country.

The text has been adapted 
from a major study of Hellenistic 

monuments in Macedonia by Prof. 
Vera Bitrakova Grozdanova

History
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Krushevo Cinema City is a 
festival that will present the rich 
and varied world of music and 
music documentaries. Taking 
place for the first time in July 

2015, it will host the world of music in its full 
glory. On 25 November 2014 Dobredojde 
Macedonia Welcome Centre held an event 
promoting the new festival that included a 
presentation by Nenad Georgievski, Artistic 
Director of the festival, and the screening of 
the award winning Silver Song documentary.  

There is an old adage that says that life 
without music would be a mistake. Indeed, 
music, apart from entertaining people, has 
many other purposes and roles, which most of 
the time pass by unnoticed. As pure emotion, 
music is evasive when it has to be pinpointed 
and defined. By definition, it is a system of 
organized sounds, but it is more than that as 
in these modern times even an unorganized 
system of sounds can be called music. People 
have always been fascinated by the effects 
sounds and music have on them and other 
people, and have even tried to give it a scientific 
explanation. Any kind of music is bound by 
certain rules and is reliant on mathematics, 
science, technology and engineering. But 
science and engineering will never define or 

determine the power music has over people’s 
lives. Music is a powerful medium in which 
people’s emotions and thoughts are tightly 
knit. The most perfect example of this is folk 
music, which is the foundation of any kind 
of modern music - it is music by the people, 
about the people and for the people. Music 
therefore is a form of communication.

Today music is part of any social occasion 
whether it’s a celebration or a protest, and 
people have been using music and lyrics to 
express various emotions and to address 
injustice or wrongdoings in society. Music is 
the first medium to acknowledge and lead 
powerful changes within any society. In the 
last 100 years music has become a recorded 
medium, which we are able to listen to anytime 
and wherever we want to, unlike earlier, when 
music was inseparable from performance. With 
that change, music became a focus for social 
gatherings for people of different generations. 
Composers from the classical era, jazz 
musicians, rock stars, and DJs symbolize the 
achievements and changes within a society. 
Music of any kind is a subject of exploration 
for each generation. With the advance of 
technology we are able to access the history 
of music and the social circumstances that 
brought each kind of music to prominence in 

Krushevo
the Cinema City

By Nenad Georgievski
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any given society. The condition of any society 
is reflected directly in the music people listen 
to.

In the late 20th century video brought about 
changes in the way music is listened to. Videos 
are a very powerful medium. Documentaries 
are powerful investigative tools regardless of 
the subject. As a renowned Oscar winning 
director Roger Ross Williams stated, “the 
documentary is the new journalism.“ On one 
hand, documentaries are like biographical 
books, addressing the highs and the lows 
of musicians’ lives and work. On the other, 
documentaries address the ways people deal 
with social injustice, crimes, changes, wars and 
loss. An example of that are documentaries 
such as Finding Fela, a film that reflects the 
life and fight of the late Nigerian musician Fela 
Kuti against the regime in Nigeria. Fela used 
his music as a fearsome weapon. Williams 
directed the film Music by Prudence about 
Prudence, a Zimbabwean singer born with 
severe disabilities and living in a society 
fraught with superstition and hatred in which 
journalism is forbidden by law; she used music 
to transcend those limitations and fate, and 
conquer the hearts of people worldwide with 
her music. 

Many of today’s film festivals include music 
documentaries which are usually extremely 
popular among viewers. In recent times, 
there has been a tide of documentaries only 
festivals, some of which, like the Starigrad 
Paklenica Film Festival and DORF in Croatia 
are dedicated strictly to music documentaries. 

The Starigrad Paklenica Film Festival 
screens films at exotic and remote locations 
of the Mountain Velebit. The canyons act as a 
frame for the films and contribute enormously 
to how the films are experienced. Since the 
city Starigrad and the mountain Velebit are 
located near the Adriatic Sea, the festival has 
become a place where the mountain, the sea, 
the stars above and the wonderful nature 
meet music and films. And in that kind of 
wonderful and wild surroundings a selection 
of Macedonian  documentaries was presented 
to enthusiastic audiences alongside the films 

about the Beatles, Mariam Makeba (aka Mama 
Afrika), and Bjork. The selection of Macedonian 
musical documentaries represented our folk 
music with films such as Kaval and Gajda and 
a concert film about Ljubojna, as well as popular 
music, with films such as String Forces, Bei 
the Fish, and Vlatko Stefanovski. There 
were films about being inspired by music, such 
as Silver Song, in which a jewellery artist 
produces silver jewellery inspired by the music 
played by a band in her workshop and a film 
about Radio Channel 103, the legendary avant-
garde radio station, which is constantly at the 
centre of musical happenings in the country. 
That was the first presentation of Macedonian 
music documentaries, and it was very successful.

Inspired by the success of that presentation 
we decided that a festival of this type with 
all the benefits it will provide was needed in 
Macedonia. Krushevo is one of the prettiest 
places in the country, and it was decided 
that the festival will take place at different 
locations in the city, thus turning it into a 
cinema city. Envisioned as a meeting place 
for music and film, Krushevo Cinema City 
will screen music documentaries from all 
over the world. The festival will also use 
its platforms for presentations of other 
regional film festivals and will provide ample 
opportunities for communication among 
films directors, enthusiasts and journalists. 
Many of the VIPs and guests will give master 
classes and workshops, thus helping domestic 
film workers to perfect their knowledge and 
skills. The festival programme will feature a 
documentary on a popular rock star, and an 
exhibition by a renowned photographer will be 
staged to coincide with the film.  Participants 
and guests of the festival will enjoy the 
traditional Macedonian hospitality, and their 
experience will be boosted by performances of 
popular Macedonian bands. Krushevo Cinema 
City festival will encourage the production 
of domestic music documentaries which are 
becoming an integral part of the modern 
music industry and boost the quality of the 
music that will be imported into and exported 
from Macedonia.
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Vardar is Macedonia and 
Macedonia is Vardar. This 
river is so important for the 
country that it is no wonder 
that the popular name of this 

part of the larger region of Macedonia, 
distinguishing it from Pirin Macedonia 
(named after the magnificent mountain), 
and from Aegean Macedonia (named after 
the beautiful sea), is Vardar Macedonia, 
after the River Vardar. Vardar Macedonia 
covers two thirds of the territory of the 
Republic of Macedonia. The Vardar 
originates in the north-eastern part of the 
country in the foothills of the border Shara 
Mountains at the altitude of 683 meters. 
It flows into the Aegean Sea west of 
Thessaloniki forming a gorgeous delta just 
44 meters above the sea level. Vardar has 
37 major tributaries out of which 15 are 
on the right and 22 on the left side. The 
most important ones are: Pena, Treska, 
Lepenec, Pcinja, Bregalnica, Markova 
Reka, Topolka, Babuna and Crna Reka. It 
drains the area of around 25,000 km2. The 
maximum depth of the river is 4 metres.

The Vast
and 

Wide
River
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Vardar has two historical names. Vardar 
as it is exclusively called in Macedonia 
and Axios in Greece. Although the name 
became an issue of difference between 
the two countries both names have similar 
meaning, “black, or dark, waters”. One is 
of Thracian and the other of Ancient Greek 
origin. The history of the civilized life along 
the Vardar is very old.  It is mentioned 

in the Iliad by Homer, under the name of 
Axios, as the home of Paeonians, allies of 
Troy. The river is there referred to as vast 
and wide with high banks. But even more 
significantly, fragmented Mycenaea vessels 
from the Bronze Age were found in the 
Vardar and its tributaries near Govrlevo. 
It shows the ambitions of the ancient 
mariners who travelled to remote lands 
like the mythical Argonauts in search of 
the Golden Fleece. Archaeologists believe 
the ancient seamen came here searching 
for gold in river beds. 

Vardar has been very famous since the 
Ottoman times. Many Macedonian, Greek 
and Turkish folk songs were inspired by it. 
The Vardar valley was very important for 
communication between Central Europe 
and the Middle East, because roads and 
a railway passed through it. Today’s Greek 
National Road 1, Macedonian M1 and M4 
and the European E75 and E65 routes run 
in the valley along the river’s entire length. 

The Vardar River has been the 
inspiration for some futuristic projects. 
One which gains attention from time to 
time is the proposal to connect it with 
the neighbouring Morava River through 
a channel that would become navigable, 
thus connecting the world of the Danube 
countries with the Aegean Sea.

Welcome to the authentic Indian Restaurant Peacock located in beautiful Debar 
Maalo, Skopje.  Now experience India, and enjoy the grandeur of Indian Cui-
sine.  Absolute stimulation of your senses, through flavors and aromas which, 
we are certain, will remain long in your memory. 

Contact Information:
Peacock Indian Restaurant,

Mihail Cokov No. 6,
Debar Maalo, Skopje

Land Phone: 0261 48429
Mobile: 070 317077

Email: sonalisb@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook:

www.facebook.com/peacock.indi
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There is a leaf, a plant, and a 
tradition, by which Macedonia is 
very famous, despite its notoriety. 
The country is considered the 
home of the best tobacco. It’s a 

special tobacco of the oriental type that is 
highly appreciated and much demanded by 
the industry. Already in the beginning of the 
century, when Macedonia was still not an 
independent state, nor was there a nation 
by that name, in advertisements the name 
“Macedonia” referred to the origin and 
quality of tobacco and was used to attract 
potential customers. Tobacco is grown in 
almost all parts of southern Macedonia. 
From Radovish to Strumica and Prilep, the 
sandy and dry soil combined with hot climate 
gives superior tobacco, which is used in the 
blend of many domestic and international 
cigarette brands. Prilep with its agriculture 
and developed tobacco processing industry 
is considered the capital of Macedonian 
tobacco. The first warehouse for purchasing 
and processing tobacco in Macedonia was 
built there in 1873. It had the French name 
“Régie Ottoman de Tabac”.  Out of it the 
modern tobacco factory, Tutunski Kombinat 
Prilep, emerged. Over the decades the 
factory has produced many brands which 
became part of the popular heritage. 

Tobacco was brought to Macedonia in 
the times of the Ottoman Empire in 1574. 
Tobacco originated in the Americas and was 
introduced to the Ottomans by the Spanish. 
The Ottoman peoples developed their own 
method of growing and using tobacco, and 
Macedonian types are part of the same 
tradition. The oriental tobacco plants usually 
have a greater number of smaller sized 

leaves. These differences can be attributed 
to climate, soil, cultivation and treatment 
methods. The majority of the regions in 
Macedonia had perfect soil and climate for 
growing it. But the success of tobacco was 
not determined just by the climate and soil. 
By 1930 a special Experimental Tobacco 
Station founded in Prilep in 1924 created 
the first local oriental tobacco varieties, and 
in 1932 it was legislated that tobacco should 
be grown only from the seed gotten from 
the Experimental Tobacco Station. In 1936 
the Experimental Station was transformed 
into the Institute which survived four states 
which replaced one another during the 
turbulent 20th century. Today the institute 
is part of Bitola University and in 1998 it 
opened a master’s and doctoral programmes 
thus becoming the only scientific institution 
in Europe which carries out postgraduate 
educational activity for the needs of the 
tobacco industry. 

Today, 60% of the areas planted with 
industrial crops in Macedonia are occupied 
by tobacco. More than 40% of the total 
agricultural export falls on tobacco. Even 
wines, which have become a real brand 
in the recent years, are still in the second 
position. The two tobacco subtypes, Prilep 
and Jaka, constitute more than 80% of 
production. Prilep tobacco has a pleasant 
sweet and refreshing aroma, and is used 
in the blends of many of the world famous 
manufacturers. It is a protected type with 
registered geographic origin.

Growing tobacco is a very labour intensive 
process. The tobacco plant needs careful 
cultivation until it is ready for harvesting. As 
the harvest falls on the hot summer, people 

The Golden
Leaves
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need to wake up at dawn while it is still cool. 
They pick the lower ripe leaved first leaving 
the upper parts of the plant to mature for a 
few more days. The harvested leaves are then 
threaded, preferably by hand. This process 
takes hours. Families and larger producers 
have introduced machines for threading 
tobacco leaves, but the best quality is still 
achieved by hand. Then tobacco threads 
are left in the sun to dry naturally during 
the whole summer and autumn. In the cold 
winter nights dried tobacco is rearranged, 
carefully packed and taken to warehouses, 
the notorious “monopolies”, where it is 
classified and priced.

The hard life of tobacco breeders inspired 
socially engaged poets such as Koco Racin, 
one of the founders of the Macedonian 
contemporary language and poetry, who in 
1936 wrote “Tobacco Harvesters”. The poem 
lamented the hard life of the agriculture 
workers and their unfair treatment by 
the capitalists, reflecting the egalitarian 
sentiments of the soon to emerge socialist 
Macedonia.

Prilep is not only the town where the 
best tobacco is grown and a factory and a 
unique institute are located. It also has a 
special Tobacco Museum founded 40 years 
ago, long before such industrial heritage 
practices spread across Europe. In 1973 
the decision to form a Tobacco Museum 
with 1600 artefacts was taken. To this day 
there is an impressive collection of pipes, 
chibouks and cigarette cases exhibited at 
the Museum alongside the art collection 
consisting of 150 paintings and sculptures 
and two old house models. The exhibits 
were purchased from various institutions 
and individuals throughout Europe, some 
even from Asia and Africa. Many were 
donated. The exhibits are distinguished for 
their artistic value and expressiveness. They 
reveal many extraordinary stories. One of 
them goes back to the 1920s, when Turkish 
and Dutch entrepreneurs decided to open 
a factory in Holland. In those days many 
people grew tobacco in their gardens. But 

the Dutch product wasn’t good enough 
for commercial use. Then the Turkish 
partner supplied tobacco from Turkey and 
Macedonia and that was the reason the 
factory was named Turkish Macedonian 
Tobacco Company, locally better known as 
the Turmac Factory. Soon Turmac cigarettes 
became quite famous. They had a golden 
coloured mouthpiece and came in colourful 
packages with pictures of palaces of sultans 
and nonchalantly smoking women wearing 
turbans. This image for Turmac cigarettes, 
known popularly as the “Old Mac,” utilizes 
a fancy, oriental-looking cover to provide 
the Turkish blend with a more exotic image. 
Many of the early brands of cigarettes were 
made mostly or entirely of oriental tobacco. 
Oriental tobacco has a much milder flavour 
and contains less nicotine and fewer 
carcinogens than other varieties. But today, 
cigarettes containing only oriental tobacco, 
like Murad, Helmar, Balkan Sobranie or those 
supplied by urban tobacconists like Fribourg 
& Treyer or Sullivan Powell in London, are 
no longer available.

Another curiosity is connected with the 
famous fictional spy 007. James Bond 
smokes cigarettes made of Macedonian 
blends. Ian Fleming’s character has 
cigarettes with “three gold rings around the 
butt. He carries them in a wide gunmetal 
case. He lights them with a battered black 
oxidized Ronson lighter”.

The Prilep bazaar and Bit Pazar in Skopje 
are two locations where one can still find 
tobacco leaves packed for sale in the pure 
form with no additives and at prices which 
are almost symbolic for the quantity one 
gets. The tobacco is sold in one kilo boxes 
packed and shredded to stay fresh for longer. 
But these places are more familiar to foreign 
visitors than to domestic smokers. Because 
for some reason Macedonian consumers 
prefer factory made cigarettes. Yet, small 
local communities of users have developed 
their own rituals. One of their tips to stop 
tobacco from drying out is to cover it with a 
few cabbage leaves. 
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Winter is the season when 
the red fox, one of the 
most beautiful wild 
animals present in this 
country, can be spotted 

quite frequently. Due to the snow, lack of 
food and increased predating or hunting, 
the red fox comes in a closer contact with 
people during this season. Those going 
skiing or just visiting the mountains can 
see it in the snow near the motorways or on 
the outskirts of resorts. Villagers are often 
disturbed by fox tracks near the farms, 
where the poultry or rabbits are kept, and 
look for extra security measures. Hunters 
are excited by the tracks and encouraged 
to organize another hunting tour. Even in 
the towns, in exclusive shopping malls, 

the presence of the fox, as luxurious fur 
around ladies’ necks, is increased during 
the winter months.

So, the foxes seem to have survived the 
modern urbanization and, unlike many 
other animals, are well represented among 
our wild life. This might be attributed to 
their deep traces in Macedonian folklore, 
especially in the fairy tales and other 
genres associated with children. There 
the fox is always called “Godmother” 
referring to her wit, experience and 
ability to adapt to new circumstances 
and to make the best from any given, 
even unfavourable, situation. Contrasted 
with the stupid wolf, naïve rabbit and 
clumsy bear, the fox always dominates, 
controls, and eventually takes advantage 

Godmother Fox
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of any situation. In Macedonian folklore, 
unlike some other European traditions, its 
trickster position is viewed in a positive 
rather than a negative light. Not only 
is the presence of the fox strong in the 
folk tradition, but it has also managed to 
remain prominent in children’s literature 
and in primary education. Even the newly 
written books give lot s of space to the fox 
and its adventures. It seems that the fox’s 
survival ethics and capabilities to benefit 
in complex situations are much in demand 
in the modern society.

Since the fox was so thoroughly 
humanized in the old times, many 
modern writers and readers forget that 
the fox character is based on the actual 
animal behaviour. Red fox is distinguished 
by its ability to adapt quickly to new 
environments. It is very agile, capable of 
jumping over 2 metres high fences, and 
swims well. Red foxes have binocular 
vision, but their sight reacts mainly to 
movement. Their auditory perception is 
acute: they are able to hear flying and 
roosting birds and squeaking mice at 
about 100 metres. Their orientation and 
the sense of smell are also good.

Red fox body language consists of the 
movements of the ears, tail and postures, 
with their body markings emphasizing 
certain gestures. Inquisitive foxes will 
rotate and flick their ears whilst sniffing. 
Playful individuals will perk their ears and 
rise on their hind legs. Male foxes courting 
females, or after successfully evicting 
intruders will turn their ears outward and 
raise their tails to a horizontal position, 
with the tips turned upward. When afraid, 
red foxes grin in submission, arch their 
backs and bend their legs, curving their 
bodies; their tails move back and forth, 
ears point backwards pressing against 
the skulls. Submissive foxes will approach 
dominant animals in a low posture, so that 
their muzzles reach up in greeting. 

The species primarily feeds on 
small rodents, though it may also 

target rabbits, game birds, and reptiles. 
The animosity to other animals is not 
a fictional invention. Although the red 
fox tends to kill smaller predators, it is 
vulnerable to attacks from larger predators, 
such as wolves, lynxes, and coyotes. Red 
foxes prefer to hunt in the early morning 
hours before sunrise and late evening. 
They are extremely possessive of their 
food, and will defend their catch even 
from dominant animals.

Despite the long history of association 
with humans, red foxes generally do 
not make good pets. Kits require almost 
constant supervision. Once weaned, 
they may become destructive and 
damage leather objects, furniture and 
electric cables. Though generally friendly 
toward people when young, captive 
red foxes become fearful of humans 
once they mature. They maintain their 
wild counterparts’ strong instinct of 
concealment, and may pose a threat 
to domestic birds, even when well fed. 
Practical uses for tame foxes are few, 
though they can be encouraged to kill rats 
and mice in granaries.

The red fox have been extensively 
hunted as a pest and furbearer for many 
centuries. The earliest historical records 
of fox hunting come from the 4th century 
BC and are connected with Macedonia. 
Alexander the Great is known to have 
hunted foxes. By the Renaissance, fox 
hunting became a traditional sport of the 
nobility.  Maybe this is the reason why and 
successful warriors were associated with 
the fox. The Medieval Norman adventurer 
Robert Guiscard was nicknamed “Robert 
the Fox” as well as the Resourceful, 
the Cunning, and the Wily - underlining 
the identification of such qualities with 
foxes. During World War II, the German 
commander in North Africa, Erwin 
Rommel, was grudgingly nicknamed the 
“Desert Fox” by his British adversaries, as 
a tribute to his military cunning and skill.
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Around the Corner
(excerpt)

“Niko?” The thought came to her suddenly 
in the form of a question expressed through 
someone else’s whisper. Parthenida, already 
heavily pregnant, experienced it suddenly as 
she was trying to find relief from the excruciat-
ing heat in the shade of the acropolis in Sidon. 
In fact, the weather was unusually warm for 
early spring. In the heat, this well-known city 
seemed like a jellyfish washed up on the shore; 
its hilly, monotonous backdrop was brushy and 
arid, without a hint of the pine tree forests 
Lebanon is known for. This made Parthenida 
feel even more homesick for her native island 
of Samos. The whisper that had surprised her at 
first now felt like a northern breeze that gently 
tangled her hair, caressed her face and wrapped 
her loose canvas peplos around her rounded bo-
soms and belly, causing the offspring inside her 
to stir restlessly.

“What does ‘niko’ mean?” she asked aloud, 
wrapping her arms around her belly to calm 
the restless unborn child.

“’Niko’ means ‘no one’ in one of the 
Slavonic languages,” someone answered 
speechlessly and then added, “but the Sla-
vonic people have not arrived yet.”

At that moment, Parthenida realized she 
might be communicating with her offspring, 
not knowing that the voice that had found a 

home in her belly – in the fully formed head of 
the unborn baby – was the voice of the rest-
less, adventurous and, unfortunately, hazard-
ous soul of Nikola Kokinovski.

Kokinovski was a teacher of applied geom-
etry at the “Rade Jovcevski Korcagin” high 
school in Skopje, named after a World War II 
revolutionary fighter in the times of post-war 
socialism, a system that had officially ceased 
to exist eight years earlier in the country where 
it had been established forty five years before 
that. It had been established in a federation 
of six States which had fractured through cri-
ses, tumultuous political processes and war, 
and whose newly-formed parliaments declared 
them independent parliamentary democracies. 
Thus, Nikola Kokinovski’s city of Skopje had 
been the capital of a newly-formed State for 
nine years before his soul’s surprising journey 
into antiquity. As changes seldom happen by 
themselves, so it happened that the prospect 
of war loomed in neighboring countries, dim-
ming everyone’s newborn hopes for the future, 
including Nikola’s own. And it was precisely 
then, when his soul was caught between the 
political and personal uncertainties, that some-
thing completely unexpected and inexplicable 
happened to him and he found himself trapped 
in the aforementioned ancient womb.

That unusual time travel through the regres-
sive projection of the four-dimensional, geo-
metrical subject/object of the soul of a modern 
citizen into the faraway space of the distant 

Tomislav osmanli (1956) is a playwright and 
screenplay author, a media theorist, prose writer, film and 
theatre critic, and essayist. He is the author of twenty-one 
books. Osmanli has written the first Macedonian books 
dedicated to the theory of the comic strip and film, known 
as the seventh and the ninth arts respectively (The Film 
and Politics, 1981 and Comics - a Scripture of Human 
Image, 1987). His first novel The Twenty-first (2009), 

won the Best Macedonian Novel prize in 2010. The next novel, Around the Corner, 
published in December 2012 was recognized by national literary critics as one of the best 
prose books written in the Macedonian language. Osmanli’s book of holocaust stories 
and historic novellas A Lantern for the Festival of Light won the Prose Masters 
Macedonian national literary prize. His short stories have been published in several 
anthologies. His plays and literary works have been translated into English, Polish, 
Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, French, Ladino, Romanian and Greek languages. For 
his diverse work, Tomislav Osmanli received numerous artistic, professional and civic 
awards and prizes.
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past had been shrouded in uneasiness and un-
certainty, on an early spring evening in the last 
year of the previous, troubled century. That 
night, teacher Kokinovski, newly-divorced on 
the grounds of his “act of adultery”, was get-
ting ready for bed in a lonely and depressed 
state of mind. In the recently-rented studio 
that he could not get used to, he took one last 
look at the bottle of red sleeping pills and de-
cided it would be best if he just “went back to 
wherever he came from.” Muttering the worst-
known curses of Balkan people, he let five pills 
drop from the bottle into his open palm. Due 
to his natural sense of geometry, he couldn’t 
help but notice that the little round pills formed 
a perfect pentagon in the palm of his hand. 
He chuckled at that, effortlessly popping the 
pills into his mouth, feeling them slide passt his 
tongue, throat and esophagus until they sunk 
deeply into his tired and frustrated body. The 
only thing he couldn’t imagine was just how 
far those curses would take him, and how long 
they would last.

And so, Parthenida felt a sudden sense of re-
lief as the pressure in her belly subsided just as 
Nikola Kokinovski’s soul was taken, dreamlike, by 
the southern breeze known as “Not” in the Ara-
maic language of the lands of Canaan, like a kite 
that made a brief stopover in the ancient Medi-
terranean, through the mystic passages of time, 
and back into the uncertainty of the modern era 
from whence it came.

(…)
22.

Lethargically stretched out in his favorite pose, 
with his feet on the command console, Joseph 
Kovachek stared at the image of a lake town in 
the mountains of Macedonia. Out of habit, for the 
third time that day, he was testing the elasticity 
of his genitalia and thinking about the peacetime 
usefulness of the global positioning and tracking 
system used to pinpoint targets in Belgrade 
and Serbia. At that moment, Colonel O’Connor 
burst into the command room, followed by 
the operational staff officers of the launch and 
supervision command, gave the disorderly 
corporal a cold look, and slyly quipped, “Corporal, 
stop messing with your minutia; the real Big Deal 
happens tonight!”

23.

Besmir Mustafaj cast his gaze towards the village 

one last time as he made for the mountains on 
the narrow and unpaved hilly path. The old walled 
houses of Madanoj were sinking into the early 
morning mist. His native village looked different, 
due to the newly-built and incomplete houses that 
were so common these days in the rural areas of 
Kosovo. From the hill above the village, he could 
see the house that his father had renovated not 
too long ago, before dying suddenly in his sleep 
last year.

“Everything is predictable here,” a slow thought 
passed through the mind of twenty-year-old Besmir, 
“except for the old man’s death.” His mother, 
Bardha, stayed behind with her three remaining 
children, his older sister and two younger siblings. 
Until recently, the only income his family received 
was the old man’s modest pension, which – due 
to the chaotic and warlike circumstances in Kosovo 
those days – had not been paid for months. His 
family had now started eating into the few Euros 
left by Besmir’s oldest brother during his last visit 
from Germany, where he had been working for the 
past fifteen years.

“Come on!” his companion shouted through 
the early March morning mist. “There’s no point 
in thinking about what we’ve left behind. Better 
think of what’s to come.”

Besmir turned his gaze forward and started 
following his companion with agile steps. “Do 
I have to think about that, too?” he thought. 
“What should I expect when I don a uniform, a 
wedding?”

At that moment high up on the ridge, a distant 
explosion suddenly grabbed their attention. 
Besmir turned to his companion who was 
peering attentively in the distance. The number 
of explosions multiplied until the sound seemed 
nearer and began coming from every direction. 
They saw red flashes in the distance as the bombs 
began raining down on buildings and open fields, 
leaving plumes of smoke on the horizon. Such 
was the early morning in Kosovo that day, filled 
with flashes and terrifying shadows of explosions 
that grew like giant monsters shifting their shape 
and form. 

Soon after, they pressed onward, trying not 
to pay heed to the sound of detonations that 
began to fade behind them...
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Facts do not make a truth. Nor do they exhaust 
it. In every truth there is more meaning and a 
deeper sense than is contained in facts. All true 
art is grounded on the axiom that the truth 
contains more than is contained in facts. That 
even all facts in the world do not reveal the truth 
is clearly shown by the world itself. Thus no map 
is a territory! Thus no book is a sum of its letters. 

It is all there, and precisely when all is there, it 
seems as if we are the farthest from the truth! 
Even a sole word carved in stone is not only a 
word. More than through the word itself, the 
thought is expressed through the way in which 
the word is written!

The way in which these studies of Tanja Tanevska 
are painted expresses the state of dramatic 

Tanja Tanevska
Born 1971 in Skopje.
2010 - Faculty of Arts, Postgraduate studies, Master of painting, 
Prishtina, class of professor Zake Prevukaj.
2006 - Advancement of graphics techniques at the graphics 
workshop of professor Trajce Blazevski at the Faculty of Fine Arts in 
Skopje.
2006 - One-month study stay at the graphics workshop 
“Grafikwerkstatt Dresden in den Technischen Sammlungen 
der Stadt Dresden“ in Dresden, Germany.
2000/2001/2004 - Study stay at the “Cité internationale des arts” atelier in Paris, 
France.
1996 - Graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Skopje in the class of professor Rubens
Korubin, in the Teaching stream - painting.
1997 - Member of the Association of Artists of Macedonia (AAM).
Lives and works in Skopje.
e-mail: tanevskat@yahoo.com
web: www.tanjatanevska.com

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITIONS
The latest exhibition of Tanja Tanevska called “Cosmic Eroticism of the Jet 
and Round” took place at the Cultural Information Centre in Sofia  from 26 to 
31November,2014.

Records of Truth
The Exhibition “Conscious - Unconscious” by Tanja Tanevska

“LjU” 2014g. 30x40,  
collage

“O” 2014g. 30x40,
collage

“E” 2014g. 30x40,
collage

“TA” 2014g. 30x40,  
collage
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confrontation of the conscious and the unconscious 
in our agonizing search for the truth, in which the 
discursive mind is not of any help to us.

Each of these energetic, convulsive and incredibly 
precise artistic texts regenerates a complete state 
of authentic and contemplative wondering!

Where to look for the truth we yearn for and 
without which as if we cannot recognize our 
own life? In the conscious, or the unconscious, 
or, resolving Leibniz, in the “truths of faith” or in 
the “truths of facts”?! The unbearable pressure 
of this ontological dilemma has inspired Tanja 
Tanevska to create her proper alphabet, an 
ultimate calligraphic achievement, in which 
every letter tells its truth! The acquiring of 
the rules of this alphabet quickly reveals that 
Tanevska’s beautiful writing is above all a 
highly aestheticized form of artistic distance 
towards the imperative discourse of the “truth 
of facts”, as the truth of the conscious, and an 
emphasized efficient opening of space in order 
to hear the voice of “the truth of faith”, namely 
of the truth of the unconscious! The wholeness 
of this alphabet is not a mere sum of its letters; 
and our identity, what each one of us really 
is – is not a sum of “the conscious + the 
unconscious”, but an active integral entirety 
in which every molecule of the conscious and 
the unconscious establishes and expresses 
that entirety! For that reason, that which so 
sovereignly creates the calligraphy of Tanja 
Tanevska’s artistic alphabet is the beautiful 
letter precisely! – while the artistic inspiration 
in the “shodo” Japanese calligraphic alphabet is 
crystallized into individual letters as sovereignly 
authentic carriers of meaning – “kanji”!

Dense by texture and full of succulent 
meaning, the letters of this fascinating 
artistic alphabet of Tanevska resonate like the 
Japanese haiku poems.

This one here warns not to lose the substance 
by scratching the shadow – by wandering 

through the unconscious for too long, not to 
lose the conscious! That one there, that the 
ecstasy of the letters is the best way not to 
forget the text – the message! In her third 
haiku poem written with this shockingly strong 
alphabet, we discover the paradoxical but 
salvational guidance: that dark is noticed more 
easily and that what is clear and obvious takes 
more time to apprehend! The unconscious 
does not call for arguments or evidence. Not 
because it is afraid of facts, but because its 
truth does not need facts! That intuition is the 
basis for every art!

If until now we have been convinced that 
the immediately visible, fact-based, is the 
entire truth, then after this fascinatingly subtle 
and energetically powerful exhibition by Tanja 
Tanevska, we must abandon that illusion! 
Namely, this exhibition aphoristically clearly 
shows that by losing one illusion, we become 
wiser than by finding one truth. Contemplating 
about the meaning of her records of truth, I 
have learned from Tanja Tanevska that we 
should trust those who seek the truth and 
beware those who have found it!

The beauty, sanctuary, and especially, the 
energy of these breakthroughs from the 
conscious and unconscious, cause all exhibits 
of this marvelous exhibition to radiate (You 
must have noticed that the word “function” 
would be utterly inappropriate here!) as 
records of the truth and more, as records of 
how to depict the truth! Give yourselves to 
reading those records in which the calligraphy 
of the artistic, as the last emanation of the 
alphabet, also reveals the fundamental unity 
of the conscious and the unconscious through 
which the miraculous ability to understand 
ourselves and communicate with the world is 
demonstrated.

Ferid Muhic

Jeasus 30x40, oil on wood
Mother of God 30x40, 
oil on wood

Mother of God 30x40, 
oil on wood

St. Michael 30x40, 
oil on wood
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The 2014 DMWC International Charity Bazaar took place on 7 June 2014 in the 
City Shopping Centre (GTC) under the auspices of the City of Skopje. A number of 
embassies and foreign missions, as well as the Macedonian business community and 
many individual volunteers were involved in the project. H.E. DusankaDivjak-Tomic, 
Ambassador of the Republic of Serbia in Macedonia was the Honorary President of the 
2014 Charity Bazaar.

Dobredojde Macedonia Welcome Centre
2014 International Charity Bazaar

Celebrating International Children’s Day
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Pupils from the following Macedonian and international schools took part in the programme 
of children’s performances: American School of Macedonia, KUD CvetanDimov,NOVA 
School, QSI International School, Sumnal NGO, and Zlatan Sremac Elementary School.

2014
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Sixteen embassies and missions 
participated in the Bazaar in a number of 
different ways. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, Greece, 
Italy, India, The Netherlands, Romania, 
Serbia, Slovakia and Turkey organised 
stands introducing their country and 
culture to the general public and promoting 
their national culinary specialties and 
other products.

Embassy of the Slovak Republic

Embassy of the Republic of Serbia

Embassy of the Republic of TurkeyEmbassy of Romania

Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Embassy of the People’s Republic of China

Embassy of Bosnia and Hercegovina
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2014

Austria, Greece, France, Hungary, 
Slovakia, Sweden, Serbia, Romania, as 
well as NATO and EU delegations provided 
lottery prizes.   

Many members of the international 
community participated in the event with 
a lot of good will and enthusiasm. Thank 
you very much for your great work!

The City of Skopje covered the expenses 
of renting the stage and sound system, 
as well as the preparation of promotional 
materials.

Stopanska Banka AD supported the Tree of 
Happiness art workshop for children.

Skopje Polyclinic supported the  Art Exhibition 
and the Charity Bazaar with promotional 
materials and printed Lottery tickets. 
                                             
We are pleased to see the DMWC Charity 
Bazaar gain new supporters in the business 

community. This year the ranks of Bazaar 
sponsors were joined by the American 
Chamber of Commerce and its many 
companies. It was through AmCham that we 
established the connection with Titan Cement 
Factory Usjethat became our major partner in 
the renovation project at Zlatan Sremac School 
funded with the proceeds of the Bazaar. Other 
AmCham members provided additional gifts 
for the pupils.

Liaison Office of the Hellenic RepublicEmbassy of the Republic of Italy

Indian Stand
Embassy of Montenegro
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LIST oF ARTISTS PARTISIPANTS oF CHARITy ART ExHIBITIoN

Andrĳana Maciev, Biljana Vasileva, Borko Spasovski - owner of Gral Gallery, Daniel 
Manasievski, Dĳana Tomic-Radevska, Emil Shulajkovski, Gligor Cemerski, Goce 

Bozurski , Goce Trajkovski, Kasiopeja Naumovska, Klod Der’Ven, Konstantin Kacev, 
Kristina Hadjieva-Private collection of Konstantin Martinov, Lile Korubin, Marĳa 
Svetieva, Marina Leshkova, Mensur Bojda, Milan Andov, Milosh 2 Kodjoman, 

Miroslav Masin, Novica Trajkovski, Olgica Dimitrovska Stojkovska-Private collection 
of Konstantin Martinov, Petar Popcev, Petar Popcev, Reshat Ahmeti, Rubens 

Korubin, Simonida Filipova, Stefan Hadji-Nikolov, Tanja Tanevska, Toni Shulajkovski, 
Vesna Bajalska, Vladimir Arsovski, Vladimir Simeonov, Vlatko Ilievski- Private 

collection of Konstantin Martinov, Zaneta Gelevska-Veljanoska.

Our pre - Bazaar event, Charity Art Exhibition and Sale of works by prominent 
Macedonian artists took place on 29 May at NLB Tutunska Banka. This event 
was a wonderful opportunity for the international community to contribute to 
the charitable cause and support Macedonian artists by buying their pictures. 
Two thirds of the sales went to the charity fund, and one third - to the artists.  
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20132014

At the workshop supported by Stopanska 
Banka children with special needs together 
with pupils of international schools worked 

on the giant “Tree of Happiness” painting 
under the guidance of the artist Zaneta 
Gelevska Veljanoska.
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The beneficiary of this year’s Bazaar was Zlatan Sremac School for Children with Special 
Needs located in Kisela Voda, Skopje. All 172 449 denars collected in the charity fund 
of the Bazaar were used in the renovation project at Zlatan Sremac School. After school 
care room got new floors and walls and was equipped so that children with special 
needs could socialise, learn and enjoy creative workshops 

After

Before
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2014

The reconstructed, redesigned 
and newly equipped room was 
inaugurated on 24 September 
and has been in continuous use 
since then.
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Health

An authoritative and approachable 
guide to preventing breast cancer

Breast cancer is one of the most common diseases in women, and on average occurs 
in one of nine women. Early detection of breast cancer allows the disease to be cured 
in 95% of cases.

Regular medical checks are most effective for early detection and diagnosis of the 
disease, which increases the possibility of full recovery from breast cancer.

Increased risk of occurrence of breast cancer have women with:

• Early menarche
• Late menopause
• First birth in late years of life - after 35 years of age 
• With a small number of children
• Women who did not breastfeed or breastfed short time
• Women who cannot have children
• Benign changes in the breast
• A positive family history (mother, grandmother, sister, aunt of  her mother)
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Health

Take care of your health! Have a breast examination 

What can you do? Preventive exami-
nations of cancer are grounds for early 
detection of breast cancer, and success-
ful treatment. Breast ultrasound is recom-
mended as a screening method for breast 
disease, irrespective of age and sex, and 

visualizes breast tissue and all changes as 
cysts, dilated ducts, adenomas and other.

Who should undergo this exam? 
Anyone who felt a lump in her breast that 
previously did not exist; anyone who has 
a family history of breast disease; anyone 
who noticed redness, pain or discharge 
from the breast; anyone who felt  lymph 
nodes in the armpit, neck, above and be-
low the key bones: The ultrasound  has  
no radiation and if necessary can be re-
peated.

optimal time for exam? Ultrasound 
breast examination in women  in their repro-
ductive period should be made within the first 
7 days of the menstrual period and for women 
in menopause and men there is no time limit.

Lifestyle changes have been shown in 
studies to decrease breast cancer risk 
even in high-risk women.  The following 
are steps you can take to lower your risk:

• Limit alcohol. The more alcohol 
you drink, the greater your risk of 
developing breast cancer. If you choose 
to drink alcohol - limit yourself to no 
more than one drink a day.

• Don’t smoke. Not smoking is one 
of the best things you can do for your 
overall health.

• Control your weight.  This is 
especially true if obesity occurs later in 
life, particularly after menopause.

• Be physically active. Physical 
activity can help you maintain a 
healthy weight, which, in turn, helps 

prevent breast cancer. 
• Breast-feed. The longer you 

breast-feed, the greater the protective 
effect.

• Limit dose and duration of 
hormone therapy. Combination 
hormone therapy for more than three 
to five years increases the risk of breast 
cancer. 

• Limit exposure to radiation and 
environmental pollution. Reduce 
your exposure by having such tests only 
when absolutely necessary. While more 
studies are needed, some research 
suggests a link between breast cancer 
and exposure to the chemicals found in 
some workplaces, gasoline fumes and 
vehicle exhaust.

www.skopjepolyclinic.mk
info@skopjepolyclinic.mk
Phone: 02 15787,
075 343976
Address: Anton Popov br.1
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LIFE UNLIMITED

Blvd. Srbija bb. 1000 Skopje, R. Macedonia | info@cevahirskycity.com.mk, www.cevahirskycity.com.mk

Over 50 years of establishing new visions for urban 
regeneration, for urban renaissance founded on 
principles of  design excellence. 50 years of 
activities and a reputation of completing projects on 
time and to the highest international standards and 
now, Cevahir Holding is constructing Macedonia’s 
most prestigious development and highest luxury 
towers to present Macedonia a new view of Skopje. 
Decision to live in Cevahir Sky City towers is 
decision to live among the clouds…Decision for a 
life unlimited.

Arrange Private meeting: + 389 (02) 15 511


